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Тalking about offices and computers 

Розыгрыш ситуаций 

Задание Прочитайте и переведите текст 

   As you know Bill Gates created the first software – the programs 

that help personal computers process different information. As founder 

of Microsoft  Inc., he is now one of the richest men in America. 

Read  the  text and  find the information  about: 

– Bill  Gates was active in his teenage  years. 

– He and his friend developed disk operating system. 

– Bill Gates foresaw the significance of computers in the future. 

– Binary number system has only two digits. 

– Bill  Gates’ predictions came true. 

Bill Gates, The Software King 

Most of the computers in the world use software invented by Bill 

Gates, the founder of Microsoft Inc. of Redmond, Wash. Software is 

the set of programs that make computers – whether business or 

personal – perform various tasks. 

Gates was born in Seattle, Wash., in 1955. As a boy, he was bright and 

curious. He was active in Scouting, reaching Life Scout rank in Troop 

186. He especially loved hiking, camping and other outdoor 

adventures. 

But Gates was obsessed with computers. While a student at Harvard 

University in 1975, Gates and a friend, Paul Allen, developed a 

computer language for an early version of the personal computer. 

Microsoft was born. Gates went on to develop operating systems, such 

as MS-DOS, and software programs. 

Thanks to Microsoft, Gates is now one of the richest men in America. 

He is worth more than $8 billion. 

A technical wizard and a fierce business competitor, Gates sees great 

things ahead for computers. He says they «are really going to change a 

lot of things in the world – the way we work, the way we play and 

entertain ourselves and even the way we are educated». 

The Binary Number System 

Early digital computers inspired by Howard Aiken’s Mark 1 were 

huge, sometimes filling an entire room. That was because thousands of 

switches were needed to compute his binary number system. 
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In the binary number system, only two digits are recognized by the 

computer: 0 when a switch is off, and 1 when the switch is on. 

Different combinations of those two digits can represent thousands of 

letters and numbers. 

The binary number system is still used in today’s computers. The 

difference is that the thousands of electrical switches have been 

replaced by one tiny, solid-state chip that does the translations 

electronically. That’s why your computer only fills up part of your 

desk, not your whole bedroom. 

Computers in your Future 

Microsoft’s Bill Gates and other computer experts saw great things 

ahead. They said that in the next few years, you would be able to sit at 

your computer and see high-quality video sent from any place on 

earth. 

They predicted you would also have a wallet-size personal computer. 

With it you would be able to store photographs, pay bills, get the 

news, send messages, see movies and open locks with digital keys. 

At home on your TV-size PC you would be able to see and talk with 

friends in other states, get medical advice, check magazine articles and 

pictures in a far-off library and order a pizza. 

A computerized control system at home would regulate your lighting, 

temperature and security system. 

Big dreams? Are these dreams or facts? Perhaps. But engineers have 

done a lot  to make it reality. 

To perform – выполнять 

Life Scout rank – пожизненный титул бойскаута 

Troop – отряд 

To be obsessed – быть одержимым 

Operating system – система функционирования 

Worth – обладающий 

Fierce – неистовый 

To inspire – вдохновлять 

Solid-state – твердый 

Wallet-size – величиной с бумажник 

Security system – система безопасности 

 

Контрольный тест  Перепишите вопросы и ответьте на них. 

Answer  the questions: 

1.      Are you a  PC user? 

2.      Was   it  easy  or  difficult  for  you to  learn how to  use it ? 

3.      What   for  do  you use your  computer ? 

4.      Who   taught you  to  use  the  computer ? 

5.      How   much  time  a  day  do  you  spend  in  front  of the 

computer ? 
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Тalking about offices and computers 

Обобщение грамматического материала 

Задание   Заполните пропуски предложенными словами. переведите 

Put  each  of the  following  words  in its  place in the  passage  below. 

software      computers      peripherals      calculator     ports 

monitor        keyboard      configuration    hardware     printer 

So  you  only  have  a  pocket (1)_____to do  addition, multiplication and so  on, 

you  want to  know  about  real (2)_____? Right. Well,  the  machines  themselves 

are  called  the (3)_____ and  the  programs that  you  feed into  them  are  called 

the (4)_____. 

If  you  want  to  see   the  results  of  what  you  are  doing,  you’ll  need a 

(5)____or  you’ll  have to  plug  into 

a  television  set.  You’ll  operate  your  machine  like  a  typewriter  by  pressing   

keys  on  the (6)______. If  you  want  to  record  on  the  paper 

of  what  you  are  doing, you’ll  need   a (7)______. On  the  rear  panel 

of  the  computer there  several (8)_______into  which  you  can  plug 

a  wide  range  of  (9)______– 

modems,  fax  machines  and  scanners.  The  main  physical  units  of  a  computer 

 system   are  generally  known  as  the  (10)______. 

 

What Can Computers Do? 

Преобразуйте, если необходимо, слова так, чтобы они грамматически 

соответствовали содержанию текста. 

Computers and microchips  (1) ____ (become) part of our everyday lives. 

We read magazines which (2) ____ (produce) on computer, we buy things with the 

help of computer; we pay bills prepared by computers. 

Just (3) ____ (dial) a phone number involves the use of a sophisticated computer 

system. 

In the past, life without computers was much (4) ____ (difficult) than it is today. 

The first computers were able to multiply long numbers, but they (5) ____ (not 

can) do anything else. 

Nobody (6) ___ (believe) stories about robots and space travel, but now computers 

are able to do almost all difficult jobs. 

What makes your computer such a miraculous device? It is a personal 

communicator that (7) ____ (enable) you to interact with other computers and with 

people around the world. And you can even use your PC to relax with computer 

games. 

 

Контроль

ный тест 

  Выполните тест 

Testing. 

Microsoft is the largest software company in the computer world, and its operating 
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systems are on almost all computers. Its release of Windows 95 and the Microsoft 

Office 95 (1)_____ the  size of already giant company, It (2)____ so successful 

because of the low priced and easy (3)____software it creates. From six years old 

to presidents of large corporations use their products. 

William Gates, a 19-year old dropout from Harvard, (4)____Microsoft with his 

friend Paul Allen. The two (5)____ BASIC, a language that let people (6)____ 

programs for their PC. Then, IBM chose them (7)____ an operating system for the 

new IBM-PCs. Gates and Allen (8)____ 50, 000 to Tim Paterson for his QDOS, 

and (9)____it to MS-DOS. The operating system was extremely successful, and 

soon all other PC  manufacturers (10)____ to be compatible with IBM. This gave 

Microsoft the chance (11)____huge profits, and they (12)____, Their next big 

success was Windows, which was a graphical operating system that (13)_____ 

popular  because it was extremely easy to use. Then, in 1993, they (14)____ 

Windows NT, which (15)____networking extremely easy. By this time, Bill Gates 

(16)____the PC operating system  market and (17)____ a billionaire. 

1         1.  A    has increased                   C   having  increased 

B    had increased                   D   increasing 

2          2. A    is being                            C   has been 

B    were                                D   had been 

3          3. A    using                                C   to use 

B   had been using                  D   has used 

4. A    found                               C   had found 

B    had founded                     D   founded 

5.  A    rewrote                            C   had rewritten 

B    rewrite                             D   are rewriting 

6.  А   to create                            C   creating 

B    create                               D   created 

7   A    writing                              C   to have written 

B    to write                            D   to be writing 

8   A    have paid                         C   had paid 

B    paid                                 D   paying 

9   A    renaming                          C   renamed 

B    had renamed                    D   having renamed 

10   A   wanted                             C   had been wanted 

B   want                                 D   wanting 

11   A   to make                            C   having made 

B   making                             D   made 

12  A   did                                    C   do 

B   was done                          D   had done 

13  A   became                             C  had become 

B   becoming                          D  to become 

14  A   releasing                            C   had been released 

B   were released                    D   released 

15  A   making                              C   made 

B   had been made                  D   to make 

16  A   monopolized                      C   have  monopolised 

B   had monopolized                D   monopolising 

17  A  became                               C   had become 

B   has become                        D  become 
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